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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a novel approach called, Re-
viewers Authority Testing and Evaluation (RATE), to im-
prove the effectiveness of a manuscript review process. In
the proposed RATE approach, we define a RATE model to
express a manuscript review process mathematically. We
then design a RATE algorithm to rank the authority of each
reviewer in the RATE model and consequently calculate the
quality score for each manuscript. The experimental re-
sults demonstrate that the performance of the RATE algo-
rithm is superior to existing approaches. Furthermore, the
experiments on testing algorithm’s parameter settings also
demonstrate that the proposed RATE algorithm behaves ef-
fectively and stably.

1 Introduction

As a rule, every manuscript review process is presented
two essential problems. One problem is how to assign sub-
mitted manuscripts to the most appropriate reviewers. Al-
though several methods are proposed on this issue [2, 3, 1],
the manuscript-reviewer assignment procedure is usually
not perfect in practice. The other problem is how to summa-
rize all the ratings of reviewers to best uncover the truthful
score of each submitted manuscript. Our work focuses on
solving the second problem involved in a good review pro-
cess by authority ranking for each reviewers.

The concept of authority ranking has been widely recog-
nized in the field of information retrieval. HITS algorithm
[4] has been proposed to distinguish authorities and hubs
in the web-searching process. An E-learning platform [7]
was reported to evaluate the users’ authority to improve the
learning efficiency in the online discussion process. Two
algorithms on ranking reviewers’ authority in a manuscript
review process have been proposed by Riggs [6] and Lauw
[5]. Although the experiments on both existing algorithms
indicate positive impact of ranking reviewers’ authority in
a manuscripts review process, we could still find improve-

ments to these techniques, since both of the algorithms do
not show enough recognition on the difference between
consistent inaccuracy from inconsistent inaccuracy. Intu-
itively, we believe that a reviewer with more inconsistent
inaccuracy is worse than another reviewer with more con-
sistent inaccuracy but less inconsistent inaccuracy. When
the two types of inaccuracies are accounted, they should not
only be counted differently in quantity but also be counted
by different variables.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach, called Re-
viewers Authority Testing and Estimation (RATE) to solve
the second problem involved in a good review process. In
Section 2, we formulate the proposed RATE approach in
details. In Section 3, we present the experimental results.
Finally, in Section 4, we conclude this paper.

2 The RATE Approach

Definition 1 (RATE Model) A RATE Model is a octad group
T = (R, M, C, E, W, S, Ω, Σ). R is a set of reviewers in a review pro-
cess. M is a set of manuscripts to be reviewed. C is a set of optional ratings from
which a reviewer may choose to rate a manuscript. E is a relation set which describe
the ratings the manuscripts obtain and the reviewed relations between manuscripts
and their reviewers: E = {erm|r ∈ R, m ∈ M, erm ∈ C and a manuscript
m is rated by a reviewer r with erm}. W is a set of values which are respectively
corresponding to every reviewer’s authority weight in the manuscript review process.
S is a set of result scores of manuscripts: S = {sm|sm is calculated by function
Σ}. Ω is a mapping function which maps a rating to a corresponding numerical
value. Σ is a function of summarizing a manuscript’s reviewers’ ratings.

2.1 The Ω Function Design

The Ω function in the RATE model basically serves as a
mapping function from reviewers’ literal ratings to appro-
priate numerical values in the range of [0, 1]. In order to
make the ratings into two attitude groups, each of which re-
spectively favors one of extreme outcomes of a review pro-
cess, a critical value θ and a cushion radius σ are specified
in the Ω function, which will divide the range of [0, 1] into
three scales,i.e. [0, θ − σ], [θ − σ, θ + σ], and [θ + σ, 1].

In the RATE model, we suggest to set the critical value
θ = 0.5 and the cushion radius σ = 0.1. An example of an
Ω function of mapping the above five ratings to correspond-
ing numerical values is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: An Example of The Ω Function
Ratings Numerical Values Attitude Groups

Strong Accept 1 Favor to Accept
Weak Accept 0.7 Favor to Accept

Neutral 0.5 θ = 0.5 and σ = 0.1
Weak Reject 0.3 Favor to Reject
Strong Reject 0 Favor to Reject

2.2 The Σ Function Design

The Σ function shown as Eq. 1 in the RATE model serves
to summarize all the reviewers’ ratings for a manuscript into
an overall rating score.

sm =

∑
r∈Rm

wr · Ω(erm)
∑

r∈Rm

wr
, (1)

where sm is an overall rating score summarized from all
m’s reviewers, Rm is a set of reviewers for the manuscript
m, wr is the authority weight of the reviewer r, erm is a
rating the reviewer r give to the manuscript m and Ω(.) is
the rating-value mapping function used in the RATE model.

2.3 Calculation of W

2.3.1 Rating inaccuracy

The method to compute the rating inaccuracy of each re-
viewer is different from existing approaches [6, 5]. Both of
the existing approaches failed to differentiate two types of
reviewers’ inaccuracies which are respectively named con-
sistent inaccuracy and inconsistent inaccuracy in the pro-
posed RATE approach.

Consistent inaccuracy The consistent inaccuracy indi-
cates a reviewer’s inaccuracy in rating degree but not in
rating attitude. The formula of calculating the consistent
inaccuracy of a reviewer r is as follow:

x<r> =

∑
∀m∈M ′

r

|sm − Ω(erm)|

n′
r

, (2)

where x<r> is a reviewer r’s consistent inaccuracy, M ′
r is a

set of manuscripts whose ultimate average ratings are con-
sidered to be consistent with the reviewer r’s ratings in at-
titude, m represents one manuscript in set M ′

r, erm is the
rating the reviewer r give to the manuscript m, Ω is the
mapping function of the model RATE and n′

r is the cardi-
nality of the set M ′

r.

Inconsistent inaccuracy The inconsistent inaccuracy in-
dicates a reviewer’s inaccuracy in the rating attitude. The

formula of computing the inconsistent inaccuracy of a re-
viewer r is as follows:

y<r> =
∑

∀m∈M ′′
r

|sm − Ω(erm)|
n′′

r

, (3)

where y<r> is a reviewer r’s inconsistent inaccuracy, M
′′
r

is a set of manuscripts whose ultimate average ratings are
considered to be inconsistent with the reviewer r’s ratings
in attitude, m represents one manuscript in set M

′′
r , erm

is the rating the reviewer r give to the manuscript m, Ω
is the mapping function of the RATE model and n′′

r is the
cardinality of the set M ′′

r .

Algorithm 1 Consistent and inconsistent inaccuracy calcu-
lation

INPUT:
1: Mr : a set of manuscripts reviewed by r
2: {erm}: a set of ratings r give to manuscripts in Mr

3: {sm}: a set of average rating scores of manuscripts in Mr

4: Ω: a Ω function of the RATE model
5: θ: a specified critical value of Ω function
6: σ: a specified cushion radius of Ω function

OUTPUT:
7: x<r>: the reviewer r’s consistent inaccuracy
8: y<r>: the reviewer r’s inconsistent inaccuracy

BEGIN
9: for all m in Mr do

10: if (sm ∈ [0, θ − σ] and Ω(erm) ∈ [θ + σ, 1]) or
11: (sm ∈ [θ + σ, 1] and Ω(erm) ∈ [0, θ − σ]) then
12: erm induces inconsistent inaccuracy recorded by y<r>

13: else
14: erm induces consistent inaccuracy recorded by x<r>

15: end if
16: end for
17: RETURN (x<r>, y<r>)

END

Calculation of rating inaccuracy Rating inaccuracy is
a linear combination of a reviewer’s consistent inaccuracy
and inconsistent inaccuracy. We first utilize Algorithm 1 to
differentiate consistent inaccuracy and inconsistent inaccu-
racy. Then we merge a reviewer’s x<r> and y<r> into the
reviewer’s rating inaccuracy by a linear combination with
formula as follows:

z<r> = β · x<r> + (1 − β) · y<r>(0 � β � 1). (4)

In Eq. (4), β is a proportion adjustment between consis-
tent inaccuracy and inconsistent inaccuracy. When applied
in RATE algorithm, the value of z<r> of each reviewer r
will be normalized into a range of [0, 1].Reviewers’ author-
ity weights are calculated by their rating inaccuracies with
the intuition that reviewers’ authority weights are in inverse
ratio of their rating inaccuracies. Therefore we use the fol-
lowing formula to compute a reviewer’s authority weight.

w<r> = 1 − z<r>. (5)

Specifically, we can notice that if we set θ = 0, σ =
0, and β = 1, the process of calculating the authority
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Algorithm 2 RATE Algorithm
INPUT:

1: R: a set of reviewers
2: M : a set of manuscripts
3: E: a relation set describe review relations and ratings
4: Ω: a Ω function, e.g., Table 1
5: Σ: a Σ function, e.g., Eq. (1)
6: θ: a specified critical value of Ω function
7: σ: a specified cushion radius of Ω function
8: t: a specified number of iterations

OUTPUT:
9: W : a set of reviewers’ authority weights

10: S: a set of manuscripts’ average rating scores
PARAMETER:

11: β: a parameter for linear combination in Eq. (4)
VARIABLE:

12: x: a vector of x<r> for every reviewers
13: y: a vector of y<r> for every reviewers
14: z: a vector of z<r> for every reviewers

BEGIN
15: Initialize elements in W to be 1
16: for all m in M do
17: Compute sm with Σ function
18: end for
19: while Algorithm Not Converge and less than t iterations do
20: for all r in R do
21: Compute x<r> and y<r> with Algorithm 1
22: end for
23: for all r in R do
24: Compute z<r> with Eq. (4)
25: end for
26: for all r in R do
27: Compute w<r> with Eq. (5)
28: end for
29: Normalize elements w in set W
30: for all m in M do
31: Compute sm with Σ function
32: end for
33: end while
34: RETURN (S, W )

END

weights for every reviewers is exactly as same as Riggs’s
method [6], which indicates the generalization of our pro-
posed approach.

2.4 Rate Algorithm – Calculation of S

The RATE algorithm is an iterative process of computing
the average rating score of every manuscript. In each itera-
tion, the algorithm utilizes the reviewers’ authority weights
obtained in the last iteration to calculate the current average
rating score of every manuscript and then evaluates every
reviewer’s authority weight in the current iteration. The al-
gorithm terminates if every reviewer’s authority weight re-
mains unchanged or t rounds of iterations is finished. The
details of the RATE algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.

3 Experiments

The experiments on algorithms of authority ranking are
always challenging tasks. In order to better evaluate the
algorithm’s performance, we design a program to simulate
the manuscript review process so that we can prefabricate
ground truth of the generated data for our experiments.

3.1 Simulation data sets and evaluation
metrics

The manuscripts in the simulation program are classified
into five subsets (M [5], M [4], M [3], M [2], M [1]) according
to the predefined ground truth of their qualities(“Strong Ac-
cept”, “Weak Accept”, “Neutral”, “Weak Reject”, “Strong
Reject”). In order to measure the performance of the algo-
rithm, we define the concept of penalty value of an algo-
rithm with the following formula:

pen(al) =
∑

sm<θ

(
∑

m∈M [5]

(θ − sm) · 1 +
∑

m∈M [4]

(θ − sm) · 0.8)

+
∑

sm>θ

(
∑

m∈M [1]

(sm − θ) · 1 +
∑

m∈M [2]

(sm − θ) · 0.8),

(6)
,where θ is the average score of all the evaluated
manuscripts in the review process, and sm is the rating score
the evaluated algorithm assigns to a manuscript m. The
penalty value of the process without considering reviewers
authority ranking is denoted as pen(os). The performance
of the evaluated algorithm al is defined as:

PF (al) =
pen(os) − pen(al)

pen(os)
. (7)

In the simulation program, we predefine 1000 manuscripts
in M , i.e. each subset M [·] contains 200 manuscripts, and
100 reviewers in R, i.e. 50 authoritative reviewers, 30 aver-
age reviewers, and 20 unreliable reviewers. In each round
of simulation we let each manuscript in M be reviewed by
three reviewers in R. We run the simulation program three
times to generate 3 data sets on which we will test the pro-
posed approach.

3.2 Experimental results

3.2.1 Performance comparisons

We conduct experiments on algorithms’ performances eval-
uation and comparison on the three simulated data sets. The
parameter β of the RATE algorithm in the comparison is set
to be 0.2. The performance values for the three algorithms
are respectively calculated and shown in the Fig. 1, which
indicates that by using the RATE algorithm to rank each re-
viewer’s authority the penalty value of the process greatly
bottoms out.

3.2.2 Impact of β

The parameter β plays an important role in the RATE ap-
proach. It serves as the adjustment factor between consis-
tent inaccuracy and inconsistent inaccuracy when we cal-
culate a reviewer’s rating inaccuracy. We conduct experi-
ments on examining the impact of β of the RATE algorithm
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Figure 1: Algorithms Performances
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Figure 2: Impact of β

and present the experimental results in Fig. 2. From the re-
sults in Fig. 2, we can see that the parameter β may affect
the performance of the RATE algorithm to a certain extent.
However, as the variation of the parameter the performances
of the RATE algorithms are stable and better than the other
two algorithms.

4 Conclusions

The effectiveness of a manuscript review process can
be improved if each reviewer’s authority can be taken into
account when the TPC summarizes all the reviewers’ rat-
ings. The proposed RATE approach contains two parts in
contributing to improvement of a manuscript review pro-
cess. Firstly, a RATE model is introduced to express the
manuscript review process mathematically. Secondly, a
RATE algorithm is involved to rank the authority of review-
ers and consequently best uncover the ground truth of the
manuscripts’ qualities. The experimental results compared
with other two existing algorithms show that the perfor-
mance of the RATE algorithm is superior. The experiments
on the parameter β’s testing indicate that the value of β may
affect the RATE algorithm’s performance in some degree
and the RATE algorithm behaves stably as the variation of
its parameter.
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